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the temple is also famous for its intricate carvings of the inner and outer walls, and of the
108-pillared hall. the magnificent murals, sculptures, and paintings found in the temple

depict hinduism in all its glory and glory. the temple is a magnificent sight to behold. not
only that, this is where every year on the auspicious day of meenakshi amman’s birthday,
a three-day-long annual fair is organized, which is visited by thousands of devotees from

across the world. visit this heavenly place to witness the magnificence and splendor of the
place. the place is declared as one of the 7 wonders of india and the second most visited
tourist place in india after taj mahal. this temple is also one of the few temples where the
worship is performed with sandal paste. sandal paste is not allowed on any other temples
of tamil nadu, however, in the case of meenakshi temple, it is allowed for “poora vallam”.

there are thirteen shrines, one for each of the navagrahas, and eighteen nandi (bull)
mandals, each housing a group of nandi. it was only after this incident that iyer asserted
the right of the nadar community to enter temples. gandhi in tamil nadu says that when

gandhi met the nadar leader in the temple, he was surprised to see a thali on him. gandhi,
who had just left the jail, asked the leader where he got the thali. the leader replied that

he had brought it from the jail. the old temple entry tradition of the nadar community has
survived till today in tamil nadu. the incident that took place in 1939 was brought out by
tamil weekly magazine, kudi arasu. the incident was mentioned in the article that was

published on april 7, 1939. but the mention of the incident seems to have been
discontinued thereafter. gandhi in tamil nadu says that the story that says that the temple

entry was made possible due to the gandhian efforts is incorrect. the author also
mentions that the gandhian movement was to be conducted by the women of the nadar

community. the true tradition of the nadar community was to enter the temple on
shivaratri day and offer flowers at the feet of the deity. they did not believe in entering

the temple on any other day.
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